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Introduction
In the two centuries since the Industrial Revolution, technological change has repeatedly 
reshaped the workplace. Yet today, the pace of that change has accelerated with the 
development of new automation technologies driven by Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
These technologies are not just disrupting the way people work, they are changing 
our relationship with work. A recent McKinsey report found that, globally, around half 
of the work people are paid to do could theoretically be automated using technology 
that already exists. Yet, as overall spending on technology grows, this will also create 
millions of new jobs, by opening up vast new areas of work, such as the marketization 
of previously unpaid domestic work and work in emerging industries such as climate 
adaptation. Artificial intelligence will also open up new ways of working. In a World 
Economic Forum survey of global HRDs, 44 percent said that the principal driver of 
change in the workplace is new technologies which enable remote working, co-working 
space and teleconferencing.

Today, when businesses talk about AI as a disruptive force, what they are primarily 
talking about is the branch of AI known as deep learning. It is deep learning algorithms 
that allow some types of chatbots to ask and answer customers’ questions, cars to learn 
how to drive themselves, and companies like Facebook to develop sophisticated photo 
recognition software.
Unlike algorithms that focus on performing discrete tasks, or that use data to learn how 
to perform a task (machine learning), deep learning is a type of software that attempts 
to mimic the activity that takes place in the layers of neurons in the neocortex, the 
part of the brain where thinking occurs. In deep learning, an artificial neural network is 
created that has the ability, in a very real sense, to learn how to recognize patterns in 
sounds, images, and other types of data. A deep learning network can be thought of 
as a software system made up of many layers, allowing it to recognize and respond to 
different levels of meaning. 
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The history of deep learning stretches back to the 1940s, when researchers began to be 
inspired by work in the neurosciences. But deep learning has only really taken off in the 
past 10 years, as the availability of large labelled datasets (such as the millions of images 
on Instagram) and of graphics processing unit computing, have made it possible for 
deep neural networks to operate fast enough and accurately enough to have practical, 
real-world uses. And these real-world uses are expanding day by day. In 2017, Microsoft 
chief research officer Rick Rashid demonstrated software that could not only translate 
his spoken words into Chinese, but could then simulate his own voice speaking them. 
At the same time, General Motors created a self-driving car that relied entirely on an 
algorithm that had taught itself to drive by watching a human do it. According to an 
OECD survey of adult skills, AI is now close to performing literacy and numeracy tasks 
at the same level as 89 percent of the population. 

At Springwise, we have been closely following innovations in AI and deep learning and 
the impacts they have on work. The innovations we will cover here represent just the 
tip of the AI iceberg, but they make it clear that, although AI will replace some jobs in 
the near future, it will also open up a host of new opportunities – for employers and 
employees alike. In order to take advantage of this AI revolution, businesses will need 
to develop new creative solutions and reimagine how they interact with information. The 
innovations highlighted here will help give an idea of the type of creativity that will allow 
deep learning AI to create new ways of doing business, produce greater productivity 
and improve performance at all levels of work.

A deep learning partnership
One of the big fears that people have when discussing deep learning is that computers 
will take over decision-making functions, making humans obsolete in even highly-skilled 
areas of work. However, a better model for using AI may be that of a partnership, in which 
AI performs the rote and repetitive aspects of data analysis, while humans decide how 
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the data is used. This would allow human workers to focus on higher-level tasks that 
require social skills, empathy, and problem-solving. The case of travel fare aggregator 
website Orbitz illustrates why this partnership will remain important. Orbitz developed 
an AI algorithm for dynamic pricing of hotel rooms. The site got into trouble when it 
turned out that the algorithm was showing higher prices to Mac users than to PC users, 
based on data that showed Mac users tend to spend more on hotels. The algorithm 
came up with a logical analysis based on the data, but a human would have realised that 
charging different prices for the same product was not good business sense.

Japanese marketing agency McCann Japan is taking this idea of AI-human partnership 
to new levels with an artificial intelligence robot that can act as a creative director for 
commercials (page 10). The robot analyses databases of historic commercials to find the 
best ideas for marketing particular products. Humans can then decide how to put those 
ideas into practice. Partnership in decision making was also envisioned by the makers 
of deep learning tool VALCRI (Visual Analytics for sense making in Criminal Intelligence 
analysis), which is designed to aid the police and criminal investigators (page 11). The 
system analyses legal and social data sets and records to suggest possible areas of 
inquiry for detectives and criminologists working. VALCRI is not intended to replace 
detectives and solve cases, but to reduce some of the footwork and human error 
involved in investigation and to suggest lines of inquiry that are most likely to pay off. 

Deep learning can also help reduce the amount of time spent on routine creative tasks, 
allowing workers to focus more on higher value tasks. Online design studio Tailor Brands 
uses artificial intelligence to help customers automatically generate a customised logo 
and other types of branding (page 12). The company’s algorithm collects data from 
millions of designs and uses it to offer automated designs of logos, business cards, 
printed stationary and social assets. Assigning this routine work to a computer allows 
designers to focus on more demanding and complex tasks.
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Making new connections
Marketing firms have also developed deep learning tools to allow them to better 
connect with audiences. Many companies use influencers to reach audiences in social 
media. One problem for social media teams, however, is how to sift through the millions 
of influencers to find the one who can best reach their customers. Sapie Space uses 
machine learning to find the most socially influential people in any industry or niche and 
help companies make a personal connection with them (page 13). The algorithm gathers 
up-to-date and in-depth information about different influencers, including the content 
they share, and how they feel about certain topics and about brand competitors. They 
then use this information to match influencers with customers. By using AI to sift through 
the more than 2 million influencers available, Sapie Space allows social media staff to 
focus on creating rather than data analysis. 

This type of tool can also be used in more focused areas. For example, start-up AUTHORS 
uses artificial intelligence to focus on two major facets of publishing that are vitally 
important to the industry–making the best connections and acquiring the right content. 
AUTHORS connects publishers and authors together through relevant projects, as well 
as offering a machine learning based manuscript analysis that helps authors compare 
their projects to bestselling texts. 

Analysis and prediction
The ability of deep learning algorithms to rapidly analyse and make predictions from huge 
data sets also has the capacity to help people in many industries to work ‘smarter’ and 
more productively. Recently, legal services firm Predictice has developed an algorithm 
to predict the outcome of litigation (page 14). The software examines historical case law 
to predict the cost, length and likely course of litigation. Armed with this information, 
lawyers can then adjust their strategy, prioritise their approaches, and adjust their 
compensation, based on risk.
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Predictive algorithms are also helping to save lives. In 2015, a research group at Mount 
Sinai Hospital in New York created a program to sift through patient records and look 
for patterns. The program, dubbed Deep Patient, proved incredibly good at predicting 
which patients would develop certain diseases, including liver cancer and schizophrenia. 
Today, in Denmark, AI is being used to help spot signs of impending heart attacks. Early 
alert to the onset of a heart attack is vital because the chances of survival decrease 
by around 10 percent for each minute treatment is delayed after a heart attack occurs. 
However, many heart attack symptoms, such as shoulder pain, can be easily dismissed 
as a minor ailment. A new AI assistant, dubbed Corti, listens in to phone calls to Danish 
emergency services in order to help detect signs of a heart attack, using signals in 
verbal communication, such as tone of voice and breathing patterns (page 15). Corti 
compares the data from each call against millions of previous emergency calls to find 
patterns indicating a possible heart attack. Corti can then alert the dispatcher to the 
possible need for an ambulance. 

Redefining customer service
From self-scanning to personalised products, Springwise has highlighted many ways 
in which AI is being used to redefine customer service with intelligent automation. 
One recent innovation is the SMARTCART system, developed by artificial intelligence 
company IMAGR, which allows grocery customers to pay automatically (page 16). The 
system uses computer vision technology to recognize products as they are placed 
inside the cart. Customers link their payment details to a mobile application, which then 
keeps track of the items added to the customers’ shopping basket and charges them 
automatically as they exit the store – eliminating the need to wait in line to pay. Instead 
of scanning and bagging, SMARTCART could allow checkout staff to focus more on 
helping customers find what they want, or on offering personalised suggestions for 
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products to buy. The SMARTCART system also offers up to the minute analytics, helping 
stores to better keep track of inventory.

The rise of chatbots
Deep learning algorithms are also helping to deliver better customer service through 
the use of natural language chatbots. Engaging with customers on a personal level at 
scale has long been a central challenge for businesses. As companies grow larger, they 
tend to turn to outsourced call centres and live chat in order to control support costs. 
Yet this has not always been an effective strategy, as customers tend to demonise the 
impersonal and distant nature of outsourced call centres. 

Deep learning-guided chatbots which use natural language processing (NLP) may 
provide an answer. These chatbots are able to conduct natural-sounding conversations 
and are especially effective in performing routine conversations, such as answering 
basic questions, setting appointments and providing information prior to purchase. For 
example, cosmetics chain Sephora’s colour match bot helps customers find a Sephora 
lipstick that matches the shade in a photo they’ve uploaded. In publishing, companies 
such as Fastbot are developing AI tools such as author chatbots and voice activated 
reading services.  

Chatbots can also be used to drive sales. Singapore-based Saleswhale have developed 
virtual sales assistants designed to prolong customer interactions to drive sales (page 17). 
Saleswhale allows businesses to set up virtual assistants that can schedule Skype calls, 
follow-up emails and pass customers on to a human sales assistant. Saleswhale handles 
routine initial customer interactions, leaving human sales associates to concentrate on 
selling and closing.

In order to help chatbots understand the emotional state of people they’re dealing with, 
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Chinese company Emotibot, in collaboration with MIT Media Lab, has developed a more 
emotionally intelligent chatbot (page 18). Emotibot’s app is able to identify emotional 
patterns from text, voice and facial expressions and will adapt its responses and 
interactions based on how the user feels in real-time. 

Streamlining the hiring process
Natural language processing is also being used to improve productivity in human 
resources through automation of recruitment tasks. In large companies in particular, 
recruitment is a very labor intensive operation, but the early stages of the recruitment 
process, including verifying qualifications and answering initial questions from applicants, 
lend themselves to automation. Job search company Mya Systems, which works with 
a large number of tech companies and start-up, has recently introduced a recruitment 
automation bot dubbed Mya (page 19). Mya uses artificial intelligence and natural 
language processing to ask and answer questions and screen job applicants, as well 
as schedule interviews and create candidate shortlists. Mya can analyse candidates’ 
declared competencies against the job description to develop contextual screening 
questions for each applicant. The platform uses a deep learning-based multiple intent 
classifier, named entity extraction, and sentence semantic analysis to steer the screening 
conversation and extract meaningful information from candidate’s responses. Based on 
candidates’ answers, the bot can independently evaluate a candidates’ suitability for the 
position and determine how to proceed. Automating the early stages of recruitment can 
help free recruiters and hiring managers to focus more on interviews and closing offers.

Conclusion
The deep learning revolution promises to upend our relationship to work in a wide variety 
of ways – increasingly the routine tasks associated with data analysis and customer 
interactions will be taken up by software, leaving humans to focus on decision making 
and on providing a more personalised service. To prepare for this change will require 
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not only a knowledge of the best deep learning products available, but a shift away from 
traditional thinking about work.

In media, deep learning is already being used to determine the time of day an audience 
is most engaged, drive audience engagement with personalized recommendations, and 
to adjust headlines to deliver greater emotional impact. Journalism is a good example of 
the synergy in media between AI algorithms and humans. Already, AI is used by major 
news organs to conduct research, eliminate fake news, monitor comments, produce 
graphic visualizations and generate specific, niche content. Far from leading to a decline 
in workers in these occupations, AI has opened up opportunities for employees to 
concentrate on create more imaginative and deeper content.

It is clear that employers have a huge role to play in preparing employees for these 
shifts through training, but also through creating ways for employees to transition to 
new areas of work within the company. Future organisations will also need to allow 
for flexibility, spontaneity, and a more seamless movement between the virtual and the 
physical. This could involve creating more flexible work environment to break down 
barriers between people, workplace and technology. All of this suggests that humans 
will continue to occupy a central role in the workplace, but both workers and employers 
must remain flexible in order to adapt to the challenges of the deep learning revolution.

SPRINGWISE 
EDITORIAL TEAM
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Advertising and media are often at the forefront of new technology. Recent innovations 
include an augmented reality platform that uses geometric positioning to place 3D and 
interactive content in the ‘real world’ and a virtual reality advertising network for brands.

Now an artificial intelligence robot, AI-CD β, developed by Japanese advertising and 
marketing agency McCann Japan, is set to work on providing new creative direction for 
commercials. The AI will give input on projects, mining and analyzing creative databases of 
adverts to find the best commercials for products and messages.

The AI-CD β can work through far more historical adverts and commercials than any human 
advertising creative, and can therefore aid its colleagues in the development of ads for 
clients. But the robot is also being treated as somewhat part of the team at McCann, taking 
the title of "creative director" and attending the opening ceremony for new company 
employees.

McCann Japan CEO Yasuyuki Katagi said: “Artificial intelligence is already being used to 
create a wide variety of entertainment, including music, movies, and TV drama, so we’re 
very enthusiastic about the potential of AI-CD β for the future of ad creation. The whole 
company is 100 percent on board to support the development of our AI employee.”

How else could  artificial employees be used to complement, rather than compete, with 
human co-workers?

In Japan, an artificial intelligence has 
been appointed creative director
AI-CD β is a robot that is being treated as an actual employee in an ad agency.
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WHAT
AI-CD β is a robot that is being 
treated as an actual employee in 
an ad agency.

WHO
McCann Japan

WHERE
Japan

CONTACT
www.mccann.co.jp
miyoko.ohki@mccannwg.com

https://www.springwise.com/augmented-reality-system-lets-users-see-content-real-world/
https://www.springwise.com/virtual-reality-advertising-network-links-brands-developers/
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We’ve already seen how, in China, an image-recognition algorithm is aiding surveillance in 
real-time, and now UK police will be using similar algorithmic technology to assist criminal 
analysts.

The system, called VALCRI (Visual Analytics for sense making in CRiminal Intelligence 
analysis) is the result of an EU-wide research project fronted by Middlesex University, 
involving 18 organisations of various expertise from law firms to teams of scientists, and 
aims to herald the age of ‘intelligence-led policing’. VALCRI analyses anonimized criminal 
records, and pulls in other various data sets that offer insight into social and legal factors, 
in order to suggest likely lines of inquiry for detectives, a process that is classically highly 
labor-intensive for criminal analysts and subject to human error or biases. 

VALCRI is not intended to solve crimes, but offers data and suggestions of possible leads 
in a graphics-oriented approach across two large touchscreen consoles. The system 
features an AI algorithm that is capable of learning as more data is added, so that its ability 
to see patterns only grows more robust as data is added. As well as assisting ongoing 
investigations, VALCRI also claims to be able to pre-empt crimes by spotting developing 
patterns that may have historically led up to incidents of crime, and will also provide a vast 
dataset for criminal researchers that may be used to inform policy on crime prevention. A 
pilot project is underway in the UK with the West Midlands Police Force and in Brussels, 
whereby VALCRI has been fed with three years worth of local criminal data.

What ethical and legal frameworks would need to be put in place if we were to see the onset 
of 'Minority Report' pre-emptive crime intervention?

EU police forces trialling AI detectives
VALCRI, an AI algorithm, processes criminal databases and other data sets, 
suggesting lines of inquiry to aid police, and may even be able to pre-empt crime.
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WHAT
VALCRI, an AI algorithm, 
processes criminal databases and 
other data sets, suggesting lines 
of inquiry to aid police, and may 
even be able to pre-empt crime.

WHO
VALCRI

WHERE
European Union / United Kingdom

CONTACT
www.valcri.org
w.wong@mdx.ac.uk

https://www.springwise.com/machine-learns-recognise-images-aids-surveillance/
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Good design and visual branding is no longer the privilege of companies with the money to 
pay great in-house designers or outsource the work. We have already seen startups thinking 
outside the box to provide more affordable design services.  For example the Undullify 
platform offers unlimited, small graphic design tasks to other startups through a subscription 
package.

Now, Tailor Brands uses artificial intelligence to help business automatically generate a logo 
that fits their company. Using the Tailor web app, companies first answer some questions 
about their organization, such as name, location, business type and brand values. They’re 
then asked to pick from a number of visual cues they think match their style. Using natural 
language processing and image matching, the service generates a selection of custom 
typographic logos for users to choose from. If they don’t like any of the options, they can 
go back and tweak their descriptions to include more relevant keywords. The basic design 
package consists of a logo, business card and letterhead design.

Tailor recently expanded their tools by launching Tailor Brands Studio — an algorithmic, 
automated service that provides companies with unlimited branding packages on a 
subscription basis. Tailor Brands Studio harness data from the 13.5 million designs created 
by the company's algorithms in the past two years and use it to offer automated designs of 
logos, business cards, printed stationary and social assets. Companies can sign up for the 
service on a subscription basis starting from USD 2.99 a month, which gives them unlimited 
branding material. 
Are there other in-house tasks that can be outsourced to algorithmic databases?

AI design service can automate a full 
branding package
Algorithmic logo-maker startup uses natural language processing to help business 
automatically generate stylish and personalized branding that fits their company.
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WHAT
Algorithmic logo-makers Tailor 
Brands will now generate 
unlimited branding material for 
companies via a subscription 
service.

WHO
Tailor Brands

WHERE
United States

CONTACT
www.tailorbrands.com
contact@tailorbrands.com

https://www.springwise.com/start-up-offers-unlimited-small-graphic-design-tasks-start-ups/
https://www.springwise.com/start-up-offers-unlimited-small-graphic-design-tasks-start-ups/
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The importance of social media influencers to the future of marketing should not be 
underestimated, with 59 percent of marketers planning to increase their influencer 
marketing budget in the coming year. With more and more online customers using adblocker 
technology, working through influencers allows brands to connect with audiences that are 
tough to reach through traditional advertising channels. 

Springwise has written about several startups that support brands to connect with social 
media influencers and their content. Applause connects brands with live video influencers 
and Mantii helps brands access publicly available user-generated content. Adding machine 
learning to the idea, Sapie Space offers a new solution.

Sapie Space uses machine learning to help brands build a personal connection with the 
most influential and relevant people to the audience they are trying to connect with. The 
innovation allows brands access to more indepth information about the influencers they 
could be working with: the content they want to share; how they feel about certain topics, 
websites, media, etc; and even how they feel about brand competitors. Founded by Jack 
Treseler, formerly SEO Marketing Manager for Square, the innovation has access to 2 million 
influencers in 1,000 industries.

People increasingly trust brand recommendations that come from individuals, even those they 
don’t know. How else can machine learning improve audience analysis and engagement?

Startup connects brands with influencers 
using machine learning
Bay area startup, Sapie Space, uses machine learning to enable brands to find 
relevant influencers and help them make a personal connection.
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WHAT
Bay area startup, Sapie Space, 
uses machine learning to enable 
brands to find relevant influencers 
and help them make a personal 
connection.

WHO
Sapie Space

WHERE
United States

CONTACT
www.sapie.space
jack@sapie.space

https://www.springwise.com/startup-connects-brands-with-periscope-stars/
https://www.springwise.com/user-generated-images-changing-way-brands-connect/
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More and more sectors are using the power of predictive technologies. The Ross Intelligence 
program, which is built on IBM’s super-computer Watson, uses natural language processing 
to answer legal questions in a fraction of the time that it would take a legal assistant. 
In the US a startup has created an algorithm to vet commercial lawsuits, providing finance to 
those with potential for success. 

Offering a similar application of big data to the legal services industry is Predictice, a startup 
that uses machine learning techniques for case law, allowing it to extract a statistical analysis 
of the outcome of litigation.

The world’s largest law firm, Dentons, has partnered with the French startup to develop 
software that helps to predict the likely course, cost, length and outcome of litigation based 
on historical court decisions. It allows advocates to know in advance the probable outcomes 
and make strategic adjustments accordingly. This can aid decision making such as prioritising 
certain arguments, or adjusting the compensation claimed.

Marie Bernard, Dentons’ director of innovation, said the system allowed the lawyer to price 
according to risk. How can Ai and prediction help your business gain more insight out of 
data? 

Software uses big data to predict court 
decisions
Predictice is an app that provides lawyers with statistics and data on the likely 
outcome of commercial and social disputes, based on the history of the courts.
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WHAT
Predictice is an app that provides 
lawyers with statistics and data on 
the likely outcome of commercial 
and social disputes, based on the 
history of the courts.

WHO
Dentons

WHERE
France

CONTACT
www.predictice.com
www.twitter.com/predictice

https://www.springwise.com/ai-lawyer-speeds-legal-research/
https://www.springwise.com/big-data-litigation-financing/
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Early recognition of cardiac arrest is vitally important as the chance of survival decreases 
about 10 percent with each minute. In Denmark AI assistant Corti is listening in to phone 
calls to emergency services to help detect signs of a heart attack. With Corti implemented, 
the dispatcher gets a digital assistant that listens in on the conversation and helps to look 
for important signals in both verbal communication, as well as tone of voice and breathing 
patterns, while also considering other metadata.

All the data provided during the emergency call is automatically analyzed by Corti and then 
compared to the millions of emergency calls – which Corti has already analysed –to find 
important patterns. As Corti's understanding of the incident increases, the assistant will try 
to predict the criticality of the patient's situation based on symptom descriptions and the 
signals gathered from voice and audio. These insights are delivered to the dispatcher as 
alerts and recommendations.

Artificial intelligence is seeping into every aspect of every day life, with recent uses including 
the system that hunts the internet for signs of suicidal people to help prevent them coming 
to harm and an AI politician helping answer the public’s questions in New Zealand. 
How could AI improve decision-making in your day-to-day business operations?

AI assistant helps detect heart attacks on 
emergency services calls
Corti helps medical personnel make critical decisions in the heat of the moment on 
calls to emergency services.
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WHAT
Corti helps medical personnel 
make critical decisions in the 
heat of the moment on calls to 
emergency services.

WHO
Corti

WHERE
Denmark

CONTACT
www.corti.ai
www.corti.ai/contact

https://www.springwise.com/ai-trawls-social-media-help-prevent-suicide/
https://www.springwise.com/ai-politician-helps-answer-publics-questions-new-zealand/
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Self-scanners and self-service checkouts in supermarkets are becoming increasingly 
popular. Companies are constantly looking for new innovative ways to make the consumer’s 
experience easier and faster. An example is the smart shopping bag in the United States, 
which allows consumers to scan and purchase items as they go around the supermarket, 
not needing to queue and pay at the end. Another invention is the autonomous grocery 
store, in the form of self-driving vehicles which brings food directly to the customer’s house. 
The artificial intelligence company IMAGR has gone one step further. Consumers can now 
shop without needing to go to the checkout, scan barcodes or queue.

The SMARTCART uses computer vision technology in order to recognize products as they 
are placed inside the basket. Consumers then pay for the products automatically, using 
the mobile application, in which they must link their payment details to. Upon entering the 
store, customers pair their smartphone to a SMARTCART using a QR code. When an item 
is added to their basket it will automatically appear in their mobile phone’s virtual basket. 
The innovation combines artificial intelligence and computer vision in order to facilitate 
grocery shopping. Upon completing their shop, clients can simply wheel their trolley out of 
the store and be automatically charged for their items. The SMARTCART was launched in 
the Auckland branch of the New Zealand store Foodstuffs earlier this month and is said be 
able to help the store with inventory management, cost reduction and analytics.
How else could consumers’ shopping experience be made easier and more agreeable 
using advanced technology?

AI powered shopping trolleys 
automatically charge customers
New Zealand supermarket uses smart trolleys to recognize products and 
automatically charge customers.
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WHAT
New Zealand supermarket uses 
smart trolleys to recognize 
products and automatically 
charge customers.

WHO
IMAGR

WHERE
New Zealand

CONTACT
imagr.co
imagr.co/contact

https://www.springwise.com/smart-shopping-bag-eliminate-queuing/
https://www.springwise.com/autonomous-grocery-store-brings-food-consumers-doorstep/
https://www.springwise.com/autonomous-grocery-store-brings-food-consumers-doorstep/
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Utilizing algorithms that can process and respond in natural language (think Siri) continues 
to be a source of innovative automation of a variety of processes. We’ve recently seen how 
consumers can be engaged by AI-powered sales assistants in-store, and now Singapore-
based Saleswhale is taking automated customer engagement to another level.

Unlike currently available automated email response services, Saleswhale’s virtual assistants 
understand and respond in natural language, adding a personal touch intended to boost 
prolonged interactions, and uses the language processing capabilities to provide analysis 
and feedback for sales teams. While many businesses set up automated outreach emails, 
with Saleswhale businesses can set up virtual assistants that engage with all promising 
inbound responses, with the capability to set up convenient times to Skype based on the 
customer's availability, send follow up emails until the customer replies, and only then pass 
on the customer to a human sales assistant (Saleswhale can be set up to assign clients in a 
round-robin manner to spread the workload across several human assistants fairly). This is 
all done while maintaining a conversational tone and, if a response proves too complicated 
for a virtual assistant to process, customers are automatically passed on to a human assistant 
(regarding this, users are able to report whenever this occurs with Saleswhale constantly 
working to improve the fidelity of the language processing algorithm). Following a free trial 
period, Saleswhale is available on a subscription service, with pricing beginning at a scalable 
USD 99 per month.

With diverse industries such as law and even wedding planning already making use of 
natural language processing, where else could we see the technology deployed?

Automated sales assistant responds in 
natural language
Salewhale's virtual sales assistant algorithms process and analyze promising 
inbound customers interactions.
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WHAT
Salewhale's virtual sales assistant 
algorithms process and analyze 
promising inbound customers 
interactions.

WHO
Saleswhale

WHERE
Singapore

CONTACT
www.saleswhale.com
support@saleswhale.com

https://www.springwise.com/ai-for-marketers-leverage-cognitive-advertising/
https://www.springwise.com/ai-lawyer-speeds-legal-research/
https://www.springwise.com/ai-wedding-planner-chats-brides-grooms/
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The use of AI chatbots is on the rise, whether it’s helping users with recruitment, insomnia 
or acting as a hotel concierge, and now China-based Emotibot are enabling developers to 
offer more personable automated user experiences.

In collaboration with MIT Media Lab, Emotibot has been applying image recognition and 
a deep-learning approach to develop more emotionally intelligent chatbots. The API is 
able to pick up on 22 emotional patterns used in text conversation, 7 emotions from voice 
recognition and also 7 unique emotional states from facial expressions, so that if users 
have cameras and microphones activated on their personal devices, Emotibot will adapt it’s 
responses and interactions based on how the user feels in real-time. 

A feature called Emoti-eye will also enable the chatbot to recognize distinct types of clothing 
or objects also present through device cameras, which the API is capable of retaining a 
‘memory’ of for subsequent interactions, with the chatbot constantly adapting via self-
learning algorithms. The Emotibot API SaaS will be open source, allowing developers to 
fully customize user experience whatever the context.

How could emotionally intelligent chatbots help creative teams deliver personalized content?

Adding emotional intelligence to AI
Emotibot combines deep-learning AI, image and text-based recognition software to 
offer an open-source API for more emotionally aware chatbots. 
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WHAT
Emotibot combines deep-
learning AI, image and text-based 
recognition software to offer 
an open-source API for more 
emotionally aware chatbots. 

WHO
Emotibot

WHERE
China

CONTACT
www.emotibot.com
support@emotibot.com

https://www.springwise.com/chatbot-for-insomniacs/
https://www.springwise.com/hotel-chatbot-serves-guests/
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Looking for a job is generally time-consuming and stressful. Candidates often hear back 
from only a handful of recruiters, while employers stress that they aren’t finding the right 
people. Formerly known as FirstJob, Mya Systems's Artificial Intelligence (AI) chatbot is 
hoping to improve the process for both employers and jobseekers.

As soon as a candidate applies, Mya gets in touch via instant messaging. If she spots gaps 
in a resume, she will ask detailed follow-up questions. Candidates then get the chance to 
better explain how they fit the position. For employers, Mya ranks candidates according 
to qualifications, prioritizing those who answer the most frequently asked questions about 
each company. Mya stays in touch with candidates throughout the process. It send alerts 
about other potentially suitable jobs and when a position has been filled. Mya also helps 
employers by handling time exhausting tasks such as phone screening and interview 
scheduling. Targeting millennials, the service is free for jobseekers, while companies pay a 
fee based on the number of applications they process each month.

We’re seeing a number of different ways AI is being used to assist employees, from cognitive 
advertising to beer brewing that evolves via feedback. What industries have yet to try AI-
based, smarter, and faster solutions?

AI recruiter does all the tedious tasks
A new recruitment chatbot helps each candidate with their job search while 
streamlining the process for employers. 
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WHAT
A new recruitment chatbot helps 
each candidate with their job 
search while streamlining the 
process for employers. 

WHO
FirstJob

WHERE
United States

CONTACT
hiremya.com
hello@hiremya.com

https://www.springwise.com/ai-for-marketers-leverage-cognitive-advertising
https://www.springwise.com/ai-for-marketers-leverage-cognitive-advertising
https://www.springwise.com/ai-beer-brewing-uses-customer-feedback-adapt-recipe
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